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You jest! Not really. A prototype device from Sid Kaufman (SLK Electronics - the ElectriCalc
people) that found its way to the Battery Lab that does just that. We found some minor
glitches in the pre-production sample and worked them out with Sid. Sid replaced this with
another unit; making some code adjustments, and the problem was resolved.
The LiPoDapter, as it is called, is connected between your LiPo pack and just about any
charger with output voltage and current needed for the LiPo you want to charge. It
conservatively counts the number of cells. While you are setting it up, the green LED blinks
number of cells. Should the number of cells indicated be low you simply tap the
programming button to add a cell.
Once you have verified the number of cells you then hold down the program button for 5
seconds until the red LED comes on, blinking the number of cells to confirm your setting and
indicating you are connected to the charger. Then you set your charger to the desired
charge current.
As the cut-off voltage limit (4.15-4.2 volts/cell) is reached the red LED stops blinking and
the green LED comes on indicating the charge is complete and the charger is disconnected.
I found it worked on any Ni-Cd/Ni-Mh charger I had in my collection - even the Alpha 4 (on
N function). The unit is packaged in 6-mil clear heat shrink and is available in either a single
unit or a dual unit for charging two LiPos at once.
The units tested do have a drawback. The LiPoDapter has what we could call a hard cut off
once it reaches the cutoff voltage. If you are charging at higher rates, such as 1C
recommended by most manufacturers, the LiPoDapter charges the pack only about 70%.
Most Lipo chargers employ a tapering current as they approach cut off, what we would term
as a soft cut off. If you use a lower charge current you will get to a higher level of charge,
but that will take some time.

For more information see http://www.slkelectronics.com/lipodapter/index.htm
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Summary

The Factor 3D from Great Planes is a
conveniently sized electric airframe that is
intended to give pilots an unlimited flight...

So whether you're converting an older glow
powered plane, or starting with a fresh kit or
ARF, one thing remains the same - y...

30cc Twin
RCGF, a Chinese manufacturer of gasoline
Cylinder Gasoline engines, designs and manufactures engines
Engine
specifically for the RC aircraft market. T...
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Meet the TAMEcat - the airframe itself is not new,
and in fact, has now been made in three different 08/24/2014
versions. The TAMEcat st...

The Lektron 35 Watt charger, made by LHS
Electronics and distributed by Hobby People,
claims to do just that! Simply plug in ...

08/24/2014

The World
Models

While not a new release from the World Models, I
P-47D Thunderbolt felt that their 1/7th scale P-47 deserved a proper 08/11/2014
product review. It's been...

Ares

Exera 130CX

It seems that everywhere I look, I see 'toy'
helicopters. All the stores are carrying the latest
models of the little coaxial...

06/21/2014

Helion

Dominus 10SCv2

The Helion Dominus SCv2 is a short course 4x4
truck, and it's a crowded space filled with many
choices and price ranges. This...

06/08/2014

Heli-Max

1Si

Great Planes

U-Can-Do SF 3D
GP/EP

Weak
Signals

The 1Si is not short of impressive functionalities
and it is with excitement that I saw one delivered 05/26/2014
at my door for review. ...

This plane appears to be the latest in a line of
ARF’s that can be assembled with either a
nitro-powered engine or an electri...

05/26/2014

The 60th Annual Weak Signals RC Expo was held
60th Annual RC
Expo - Toledo 2014 on April 4-6 2014 at the Seagate Convention
Center in the lovely city of Toledo...
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Ares

P-51D Mustang
350

Ares, the airborne model division of the Firelands
group, has recently extended its offering in
parkflier airplanes with the ...

04/28/2014

Dave's

R/C Electronics
SafeStart

SafeStart is an electronic safe guard that lets the
modeler plug in his or her battery and have full
control of the model, wi...

04/27/2014

Sig

XA41 Sbach 300

Flying the Sbach was pure fun. Once I had
gotten comfortable with it, knife edge flight was
great. A little down elevator was...

04/21/2014

Aeroworks

Laser ARF

Before the Extras, there was Leo Loudenslager's
Laser 200 which dominated the US national
aerobatic championship titles in th...

04/21/2014
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